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rationale definition in the cambridge english dictionary
May 13 2024

the reasons or intentions that cause a particular set of beliefs or actions i don t understand the
rationale for these restrictions he tried to explain the scientific rationale behind his work
thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples the cause of something reason i frankly don t
understand the reason for the delay

rationale english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 12 2024

the reasons or intentions that cause a particular set of beliefs or actions i don t understand the
rationale for these restrictions he tried to explain the scientific rationale behind his work
thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples the cause of something reason i frankly don t
understand the reason for the delay

rationale definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 11 2024

the meaning of rationale is an explanation of controlling principles of opinion belief practice or
phenomena did you know

what s the difference between reason and rationale
Feb 10 2024

2 answers soed 1 a reasoned exposition of principles an explanation or statement of reasons 2
the fundamental or underlying reason for or basis of a thing a justification

rationale definition meaning dictionary com
Jan 09 2024

noun the fundamental reason or reasons serving to account for something synonyms ground
basis logic a statement of reasons a reasoned exposition of principles rationale ˌræʃəˈnɑːl noun a
reasoned exposition esp one defining the fundamental reasons for a course of action belief etc
discover more word history and origins
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rationale definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Dec 08 2023

the rationale for something is the basic or underlying reason or explanation for it this noun
pronounced rash uh nal is usually used in the singular what was the rationale behind his
decision to quit

rationale definition and meaning collins english
dictionary
Nov 07 2023

definition of rationale word frequency rationale ræʃənɑːl næl word forms plural rationales
countable noun the rationale for a course of action practice or belief is the set of reasons on
which it is based formal however the rationale for such initiatives is not of course solely
economic for

writing a rationale students
Oct 06 2023

a rationale is when you are asked to give the reasoning or justification for an action or a choice
you make there is a focus on the why in a rationale why you chose to do something study or
focus on something

rationale noun definition pictures pronunciation and
Sep 05 2023

rationale behind for of something the principles or reasons which explain a particular decision
course of action belief etc synonym reason what is the rationale behind these new exams

rationale definition meaning britannica dictionary
Aug 04 2023

the reason or explanation for something usually singular that was a strange decision what was
their rationale often for behind or of what was her rationale for leaving school he explained the
rationale behind his early retirement i don t understand the rationale of his decision
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purpose vs rationale when to use each one in writing
Jul 03 2023

while purpose refers to the reason for doing something rationale refers to the reasoning behind
a decision or action for example the purpose of a company may be to provide high quality
products to its customers while the rationale for a specific decision may be to increase profits

how to write the rationale for a research paper aje
Jun 02 2023

we look at the purpose of a research rationale its components and key characteristics and how
to create an effective research rationale

how to use rationale in a sentence wordhippo
May 01 2023

how to use rationale in a sentence looking for sentences and phrases with the word rationale
here are some examples sentence examples one rationale behind the buying spree was to be
able to offer different products to different market segments

what is rationality how and why you should strive to be
Mar 31 2023

updated mar 7 an important part of clearer thinking is rationality but what is rationality exactly
while you ve probably heard this term its precise meaning is often vague in this comprehensive
guide about rationality we answer many common questions such as what is rationality why is
rationality important

how to write the rationale of the study in research
examples
Feb 27 2023

the rationale of the study explains why your study was conducted in this way see study rationale
examples and writing tips
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general principles of rationales article khan academy
Jan 29 2023

rationale basics rationales should explain why each distractor is wrong and why the key is
correct do not include the correct answer or clearly point to the correct answer in a distractor
rationale if possible to avoid remember that we want students to make another attempt to
answer the question

how to write a rationale a guide for research and beyond
Dec 28 2022

writing a rationale for your research is crucial in conducting and presenting your study it
involves explaining why your research is necessary and important here s a guide to help you
craft a compelling rationale identify the problem or knowledge gap begin by clearly stating the
issue or gap in knowledge that your research aims to address

how to write a rationale national council of teachers of
Nov 26 2022

a rationale is the articulation of the reasons for using a particular literary work film or teaching
method minimally a rationale should include a bibliographic citation and the intended audience
a brief summary of the work and its educational significance the purposes of using the work and
how it will be used

justification vs rationale how are these words connected
Oct 26 2022

how to properly use the words in a sentence when it comes to writing using the right words in
the right way is crucial to effectively communicate your message two words that are often used
interchangeably but have distinct meanings are justification and rationale

understanding the role and importance of rationale in
Sep 24 2022

rationale is the underlying reasoning and justification for decisions and actions in psychology it
plays a critical role in providing a framework for understanding decision making and critical
thinking rationale is developed through research theory and personal values but can be limited
by subjectivity cultural influences and bias
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